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Abstract We bring some concepts from market segmentation, which is a
fundamental topic of marketing theory and practice, into the statement of
an advertising and production problem for a seasonal product with Nerlove-
Arrow’s linear goodwill dynamics. We consider two kinds of situations. In
the first one the advertising process can reach selectively each segment.
In the second one one advertising medium is available which has a known
effectiveness spectrum for a non-trivial set of segments. In both cases we
solve, using the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle conditions, the optimal
control problems in which goodwill productivity of advertising is concave
and good production cost is convex. Two special cases are discussed in
detail.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the consequences of a market seg-
mentation in the optimal advertising and production decisions of a firm,
when a seasonal good is concerned. We study a couple of finite horizon and
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deterministic optimal control problems in order to obtain optimal policies
under two contrasting assumptions on advertising media availability.
Although the infinite horizon formulation is the natural setting for the
analysis of some dynamic optimization problems in advertising, as for in-
stance in the recent papers (Jørgensen et al., 2001), (Weber, 2005), (Grosset
and Viscolani, 2008), there are special situations for which a finite horizon
formulation is obviously needed. Examples of this case are advertising for an
event, as in (Jørgensen et al., 2006), introducing a new product, as in (Bu-
ratto et al., 2006a), and advertising for a seasonal product, as in (Favaretto
and Viscolani, 2004).
Market segmentation is a fundamental topic of marketing theory and
practice (Kotler, 2003, Chapter 10) and it recalls the use of multiple ad-
vertising media, necessary to reach audiences with different media habits
(Kotler and Trias de Bes, 2003, p. 11). Nevertheless, market segmenta-
tion is not well represented in mathematical models in advertising, and in
particular in the literature on optimal control models (Feichtinger et al.,
1994; Jørgensen and Zaccour, 2004). Buratto, Grosset and Viscolani have
brought some market segmentation concepts into models concerning the
advertising process while introducing a new product in a market (Buratto
et al., 2006a,b), and the advertising process for sales over an infinite hori-
zon (Grosset and Viscolani, 2008). Here we want to do the same in the
context of an advertising and production problem for a seasonal product
with Nerlove-Arrow’s linear goodwill dynamics (Nerlove and Arrow, 1962),
which has been discussed widely under the usual assumption of a homoge-
neous market (Favaretto et al., 1996; Favaretto and Viscolani, 1997, 1999,
2004).
We consider the problem of determining an optimal advertising policy
and production quantity, in order to maximize the net profit. We analyse two
kinds of situations. In the first one, the advertising process can reach selec-
tively each segment. In the second one, one advertising medium is available
which has a known effectiveness spectrum for a non-trivial set of segments.
In both cases we formulate the general optimal control problem and we give
necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality. In particular we study the
optimal control problems in which goodwill productivity of advertising is
concave, and good production cost is convex.
Here is the outline of the paper. In Section 2 we consider a heteroge-
neous market and we assume that each segment has a stock of goodwill.
We describe the goodwill evolution in the different segments as governed
by independent ordinary differential equations. In Section 3 we consider a
firm which produces, sells and advertises a seasonal product and we assume
that the advertising process can reach selectively each segment. We solve
the general advertising and production problem and we examine the special
cases in which the production costs are quadratic, whereas the advertising
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productivity is represented by a square root or a logarithmic function. In
Section 4 we solve the analogous problem under the assumption that only
one advertising medium is available and that it has a known effectiveness
over the segment set.
2 Seasonal good: goodwill evolution in a segmented market
Let the consumers population be partitioned into groups (segments), each
one specified by the value a ∈ A of a suitable parameter (segmentation
attribute). Typical finite segmentations are obtained using such attributes
as region, age, gender, occupation, generation, lifestyle, occasions, ... (see
Kotler, 2003, p. 288).
Let Ga (t) represent the stock of goodwill of the product at time t, for the
(consumers in the) a segment. We refer to the definition of goodwill given
by Nerlove and Arrow (1962) to describe the variable which summarizes the
effects of present and past advertising on the demand; the goodwill needs
an advertising effort to increase, while it is subject to a spontaneous decay.
Here we assume that the goodwill evolution satisfies the set of independent
ordinary differential equations
G˙a (t) = wa (t)− δaGa (t) , a ∈ A , (1)
where δa > 0 represents the goodwill depreciation rate for the members of
the consumers group a and wa (t) is the effective advertising intensity at
time t directed to that same group. For each fixed value of the parameter
a ∈ A, i.e. for each segment, the dynamics of the goodwill given by (1) is
essentially the same as the one proposed in (Nerlove and Arrow, 1962). Here,
consistent with the assumption of distinct goodwill variables for different
market segments, we further assume that both the advertising intensity
and the goodwill decay parameter may depend on the attribute value a. The
vector of the effective advertising intensities (wa (t))a∈A is the result of using
one or several advertising media. Using several media, even as many as the
market segments, may be necessary to reach consumers with different media
habits and may be highly expensive (Kotler and Trias de Bes, 2003, p. 11).
A company which produces digital cameras may reach people with ads on a
certain new camera through television (high reach, low audience selectivity),
or through magazines (high geographic and demographic selectivity), radio,
newspapers, ... (Kotler, 2003, p. 601). Whenever multiple media affect the
goodwill evolution of a market segment, a synergy effect may be present
(Naik and Raman, 2003), which should be represented in the model. For the
sake of simplicity, we consider two extreme situations. First, in Section 3,
we study the case of maximum audience selectivity, in which one advertising
medium is available for each market segment, and that medium reaches only
the consumers of the associated segment. Second, in Section 4, we study
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the case of no audience selectivity, in which a single medium is available to
the company: it reaches all the market segments, although with different
advertising effectiveness.
We consider a firm which produces (or purchases), advertises and sells a
seasonal product. Production and sales take place in two consecutive time
intervals; we denote by [0, 1] the sales one. We want to determine the quan-
tity of good to have available at time 0 and an advertising policy in the
sales interval, in order to maximize the net profit. As the season is a short
time horizon, we consider undiscounted costs and revenue. The values of
the goodwill components at the initial time 0 are known data:
Ga (0) = G0a ≥ 0 , a ∈ A . (2)
The demand intensity depends linearly on the goodwill so that the sales
quantity until time t is
x (t) =
∫ t
0
∑
a∈A
βaGa(s)ds . (3)
The parameter βa > 0 is the marginal demand of goodwill in segment a:
its value depends on the dimension of the segment, i.e. number of potential
consumers in it, and on the interest of those consumers to the product. The
constant product price is 1, so that the total revenue from sales coincides
with x(1). Let c(·) be the production cost function of the seasonal good, a
nonnegative, increasing and strictly convex function, with c(0) = 0; we as-
sume it is continuously differentiable, so that c′(·) > 0 is strictly increasing.
In a deterministic setting, the firm produces exactly the demanded quan-
tity x(1), so that the total production cost is c(x(1)). We observe that if the
manufacturer does not advertise towards any segment, ua (t) ≡ 0, a ∈ A,
then Ga(t) = G0ae
−δat and
x(1) = xmin =
∑
a∈A
βaG
0
a
δa
(
1− e−δa) . (4)
In order to avoid trivial situations we assume that marginal production cost
at the minimum quantity xmin is less than price,
c′(xmin) < 1 , (5)
otherwise it would not be convenient for the firm to advertise, nor to produce
any unit of the good more than xmin.
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3 Advertising problem with total segment–resolution
We assume that the goodwill evolution is driven by the media advertising
efforts ua(t) ≥ 0 (the control functions, measured in cost per unit time)
in such a way that the effective advertising intensity at time t directed to
segment a is
wa (t) = ϕa(ua (t)) , (6)
where the function ϕa(·), the productivity of the medium advertising effort,
is a nonnegative, increasing and strictly concave function; we assume it
is continuously differentiable, so that ϕ′a(·) > 0 is strictly decreasing and
hence invertible. Moreover we require that limua→+∞ ϕ
′
a(ua) = 0 and we
will distinguish the possibility that the marginal productivity of the medium
advertising effort is bounded at 0, ϕ′a(0) ∈ (0,+∞), from the alternative
possibility that it is unbounded, limua→0 ϕ
′
a(ua) = +∞.
Assuming that equation (1) describes the dynamics of the system, with
the effective advertising effort specified by (6), amounts to assuming that
the firm may control an advertising process, with such a high segment-
resolution, as to be able to reach each segment with the desired intensity.
This is the total segment-resolution assumption, which is characteristic of
micromarketing (see Kotler, 2003, p. 279).
The advertising and production problem of finding some media advertis-
ing effort functions ua(t) in order to maximize the firm profit is
maximize J(u) = x(1)−
∫ 1
0
∑
a∈A
ua(t) dt− c(x(1))
subject to G˙a (t) = ϕa(ua (t))− δaGa (t) , a ∈ A,
x˙(t) =
∑
a∈A
βaGa(t),
Ga(0) = G0a, a ∈ A,
x(0) = 0,
ua(t) ≥ 0, a ∈ A.
(7)
Here, the control u is the vector of components ua, a ∈ A. The firm profit
is the difference between the revenue from sales and the total advertising
and production costs.
3.1 Optimal advertising policy
In this Section we provide a characterization of a possible optimal control for
the advertising and production problem and prove that the unique solution
to such conditions is indeed optimal.
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Theorem 1. Let (u(t), G(t), x(t)) = ({ua(t)}a∈A, {Ga(t)}a∈A, x(t)) be an
optimal solution, then the a–component of the optimal control is the contin-
uous function
ua(t) =
ψa
(
δa
µ¯βa
(
1− e−δa(1−t)
)−1)
, 0 ≤ t < τa ,
0 , τa ≤ t ≤ 1 ,
(8)
where ψa(·) is the inverse function of the marginal advertising productivity
at segment a, ϕ′a(·), moreover
µ¯ = 1− c′(x(1)) > 0 , (9)
and
– if limua→0 ϕ
′
a(ua) = +∞, then τa = 1 ,
– if ϕ′a(0) ∈ (0,+∞), then τa = max{0, τ ′a}, where
τ ′a = 1 +
1
δ a
ln
(
1− δa
µ¯βaϕ
′
a(0)
)
. (10)
There exists a unique candidate optimal solution.
Proof. The problem Hamiltonian is
H(G, x, u, λ, µ, t) =
∑
a∈A {−λ0ua + λaϕa(ua)}
+
∑
a∈A {−λaδa + µβa}Ga ,
(11)
which is a continuously differentiable function of (G, x, u).
From the Pontryagin Maximum Principle conditions (see Seierstad and
Sydsaeter, 1987, p. 85) we obtain, for some constants λ0, ηa (a ∈ A), µ1 ∈ <
and functions λa(t) (a ∈ A), µ(t), that
i) (λ0, {ηa}a∈A, µ1) 6= 0 ;
ii) for all a and all t, ua(t) maximizes
−λ0ua + λa(t)ϕa(ua) , ua ≥ 0 ,
which is a concave function of ua, as far as λa(t) ≥ 0 ;
iii) for all a and virtually all t,
λ˙a(t) = δaλa(t)− βaµ(t) ,
µ˙(t) = 0 ;
iv) λ0 ∈ {0, 1} ;
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v) for all a,
λa(1) = ηa = 0 ,
and finally
µ(1) = λ0 (1− c′(x(1))) + µ1 , µ1 = 0 .
It is easy to observe that λ0 = 1 for all solutions and that an optimal control
ua(t) must satisfy the following conditions.
If λa(t) ≤ 0 then ua(t) = 0, whereas if λa(t) > 0 we have to distinguish
between bounded and unbounded marginal productivity of the medium ad-
vertising effort. In the unbounded case, limua→0 ϕ
′
a(ua) = +∞, we have
ua(t) = ψa
(
1
/
λa(t)
)
, (12)
where ψa(·) is the inverse function of the marginal advertising productivity
at segment a, ϕ′a(·) .
In the bounded case, ϕ′a(0) ∈ (0,+∞), we have
ua(t) =
ψa
(
1
/
λa(t)
)
, λa(t) > 1/ϕ′a(0) ,
0 , λa(t) ≤ 1/ϕ′a(0) .
(13)
We recall that we have assumed ϕa(·) strictly concave, so that ϕ′a(·) is
invertible and the equations (12) and (13) make sense.
From the adjoint equations (iii) and the transversality conditions (v),
we obtain that
µ(t) ≡ µ¯ = 1− c′(x(1)) (14)
and
λa(t) =
µ¯βa
δa
(
1− e−δa(1−t)
)
. (15)
Now, if µ¯ ≤ 0, then λa(t) = 0, for all a and t, hence ua(t) = 0,
t ∈ [0, 1], and finally x(1) = xmin, so that 1− c′(x(1)) > 0, because of the
non-triviality condition (5). As µ¯ ≤ 0, this contradicts condition (14).
Then µ¯ > 0 and condition (9) must hold. It follows that the optimal
advertising effort ua(t) decreases as time goes by, for all segments a ∈ A.
Moreover,
– if the marginal productivity of advertising effort towards segment a is
bounded at 0, ϕ′a(0) ∈ (0,+∞), then
– either ua(0) = 0, and ua(t) = 0, for all t ∈ [0, 1] ;
– or ua(0) > 0, and ua(t) = 0 , t ∈ [τ ′a, 1] , for some critical time
τ ′a ∈ (0, 1) such that λa(τ ′a) = 1/ϕ′a(0), which gives condition (10).
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– if the marginal productivity of the medium advertising effort is un-
bounded, limua→0 ϕ
′
a(ua) = +∞, then ua(t) > 0 for all t < 1 and
lim
t→1
ua(t) = 0 . (16)
Finally, we observe that, for all a ∈ A and t ≤ 1, the control ua(t)
is a monotonically increasing and continuous function of µ¯ on the interval
[0,+∞), and so are the goodwill components Ga(t) and the total sales x(1).
The right hand side of the transversality equation (14) is a continuous and
monotonically decreasing function of µ¯, moreover it is strictly positive at
µ¯ = 0 where x(1) = xmin, because of (5), therefore there exists a unique
solution to equation (14).
Theorem 2. If (u(t), G(t), x(t), λ(t), µ¯) is a solution to the necessary con-
ditions, then it is the optimal solution.
Proof. If (u(t), G(t), x(t), λ(t), µ¯) is a solution to the necessary conditions,
then µ¯ > 0 and λa(t) > 0 for all a ∈ A, so that the Hamiltonian is concave in
(G, x, u). Now, all the assumptions of the Mangasarian sufficiency theorem
(see Seierstad and Sydsaeter, 1987, p. 105) hold, so that the unique solution
to the necessary conditions is the optimal solution.
We observe that the optimal advertising effort ua(t) decreases as time
goes by, for all segments a ∈ A. Moreover, it is optimal to advertise, at low
levels, near the season end if and only if the marginal productivity of the
medium advertising effort is unbounded, otherwise even very low advertising
levels must be considered as not convenient, because there is not enough
time to obtain a good revenue. It may even occur that no advertising at any
time and for any segment is optimal, i.e. that τa = 0 for all a ∈ A.
For any two segments a, b ∈ A, at which (i) the marginal advertising
productivity is bounded, ϕ′a(0), ϕ
′
b(0) ∈ (0,+∞), (ii) the decay parameters
are the same, δa = δb, and (iii) the optimal controls are not 0, τa, τ b > 0,
we have that the advertising stopping times satisfy
τa ≥ τ b ⇔ βaϕ′a(0) ≥ βbϕ′b(0) . (17)
Therefore, in such a special case, the optimal policy requires to advertise
for a longer time in segments where effectiveness of advertising expenditure
is higher.
3.2 Square root advertising productivity and quadratic production costs
Here and in all the following examples we assume a quadratic production
cost function
c(x) = c1x+
1
2
c2x
2 , (18)
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with c1 ≥ 0 and c2 > 0 , so that the marginal production cost is c′(x) =
c1 + c2x.
Let us consider the special case of square root productivity of media
advertising efforts
ϕa(ua) = γa
√
ua , a ∈ A , (19)
where γa > 0, a ∈ A, is a parameter which affects positively the (un-
bounded) marginal productivity of the medium advertising effort directed
to the segment a.
The inverse of the function ϕ′a is ψa(y) =
(
γa
/
2y
)2, y > 0; the non-
triviality condition (5) reads
1− c1 − c2
∑
a∈A
βaG
0
a
δa
(
1− e−δa) > 0 (20)
and the goodwill motion equations are
G˙a (t) = γa
√
ua (t)− δaGa (t) , a ∈ A . (21)
We obtain that there exists the unique set of optimal advertising efforts
ua(t) =
µ¯2
4
(
βaγa
δa
)2 (
1− e−δa(1−t)
)2
, (22)
where the parameter µ¯ > 0 is determined by the transversality condition
(9), which is
µ¯ = 1− c1 − c2x(1) . (23)
The firm will advertise optimally towards all segments at a strictly decreas-
ing and positive level at all times t < 1. Moreover the advertising effort
vanishes at the final time t = 1.
We observe that for any two segments a, b ∈ A, the advertising effort
ratio ua(t)/ub(t) is proportional to
(
1− e−δa(1−t))2 / (1− e−δb(1−t))2 at all
times t < 1. In particular, if the decay parameters in the two segments are
the same δa = δb, then the advertising effort ratio is constant and
ua(t) ≥ ub(t) ⇔ βaγa ≥ βbγb . (24)
Quite naturally, the optimal policy requires a higher advertising effort to-
wards segments where effectiveness of advertising expenditure is higher.
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3.3 Logarithmic advertising productivity
Let us consider the special case of logarithmic productivity of media adver-
tising efforts
ϕa(ua) = γa ln (1 + ua) , a ∈ A , (25)
similar to that proposed by Sethi (1975) and used also in Jørgensen (1982),
where γa > 0, a ∈ A, is a parameter which affects positively the (bounded)
marginal productivity of the medium advertising effort directed to the seg-
ment a.
Now, the inverse of the function ϕ′a is ψa(y) = −1 + γa
/
y, y ∈ (0, γa].
The non-triviality condition (5) is again (20) and the goodwill motion equa-
tions are
G˙a (t) = γa ln (1 + ua (t))− δaGa (t) , a ∈ A . (26)
The unique optimal advertising effort for segment a is
ua(t) =
[
−1 + µ¯βaγa
δa
(
1− e−δa(1−t)
)]+
, (27)
where [ξ]+ = max{0, ξ} and the parameter µ¯ > 0 is determined by the
transversality condition (9), which reads as in (23). Here we have that
ϕ′a(0) = γa < +∞, so that the critical time τ ′a from (10) is
τ ′a = 1 +
1
δ a
ln
(
1− δa
µ¯βaγa
)
< 1 . (28)
If τ ′a > 0, the firm will advertise optimally towards segment a at a strictly
decreasing and positive level until the time τa = τ ′a, when the advertising
effort is 0, ua(τa) = 0, and it remains 0 afterwards.
For any two segments a, b ∈ A, at which the decay parameters are the
same, δa = δb, and τa, τ b > 0, we observe the relation between advertising
stopping times and segment effectiveness of advertising expenditure:
τa ≥ τ b ⇔ βaγa ≥ βbγb . (29)
4 Advertising problem with wide spectrum advertising
Let us consider the situation in which the company has to use an advertising
medium which reaches several segments with variable effectiveness, instead
of using a set of segment-specific media. Let u(t) ≥ 0 be the medium adver-
tising effort (measured in cost per unit time) and let the effective advertising
intensity at time t directed to segment a be
wa (t) = ϕa(u (t)) , a ∈ A . (30)
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In particular we assume here that
ϕa(u) = γaϕ(u) , a ∈ A , (31)
for some segment specific parameters γa ≥ 0, a ∈ A, such that
∑
a∈A γa =
1, and a function ϕ(·), so that the goodwill motion equations (1) look as
follows:
G˙a (t) = γaϕ(u (t))− δaGa (t) , a ∈ A. (32)
The function ϕ(·), the productivity of the medium advertising effort, is a
nonnegative, increasing and strictly concave function; furthermore it is con-
tinuously differentiable, so that ϕ′(·) > 0 is strictly decreasing and hence in-
vertible. We call (γa)a∈A the medium (segment-)spectrum. Its components,
γa, a ∈ A, provide the different relative effectiveness of the advertising
medium on the market segments.
The advertising and production problem requires to find a medium ad-
vertising effort u(t) ≥ 0, in order to maximize the firm profit given by the
functional
J(u) = x(1)−
∫ 1
0
u(t) dt− c(x(1)) , (33)
under the conditions represented by the goodwill and sales motion equations
(32) and (3) and the initial conditions (2).
Theorem 3. There exists a unique optimal solution (u(t), G(t), x(t)) =
(u(t), {Ga(t)}a∈A, x(t)); the control is the continuous function
u(t) =

ψ
[µ¯∑
a∈A
βaγa
δa
(
1− e−δa(1−t)
)]−1 , 0 ≤ t < τ ,
0 , τ ≤ t ≤ 1 ,
(34)
where ψ(·) is the inverse function of the marginal advertising productivity
ϕ′(·) , moreover
µ¯ = 1− c′(x(1)) > 0 (35)
and
– if limu→0 ϕ′(u) = +∞, then τ = 1 ,
– if ϕ′(0) ∈ (0,+∞), then τ = max{0, τ ′}, where τ ′ is the unique
solution of the equation
∑
a∈A
βaγa
δa
(
1− e−δa(1−t)
)
=
1
µ¯ϕ′(0)
. (36)
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We can prove Theorem 3 along the same lines as for the pair of The-
orems 1 and 2 and we observe that the optimal activation level u(t) has
the same qualitative features of the segment optimal controls ua(t) of Sec-
tion 3.1. In the case that the goodwill decay parameter is the same for all
segments, δa = δ, a ∈ A, the problem degenerates and the optimal advertis-
ing level (34) is formally the same as (8), with the parameter substitutions
δ,
∑
a∈A βaγa, ψ for δa, βa, ψa respectively. In view of this observation, we
can say that the analysis of this section provides new information as long as
a segment specific goodwill decay parameter is present in the representation
of the goodwill evolution.
After assuming as exogenous the product price p = 1 and production
cost function c(·), the optimal profit depends on the advertising medium
features, i.e. the segment-spectrum (γa)a∈A and the productivity function
ϕ(·). Then it is clear that the choice of a suitable advertising medium to
reach the relevant market segments is crucial. In fact, easier selection of the
best communication channels is a main reason for segmenting the market
(see Kotler, 2003, p. 279). Moreover, we are led to consider the more general
scenario in which a company allocates marketing resources to multiple media
(Naik and Raman, 2003; Naik et al., 2005).
5 Conclusion
We have brought some market segmentation concepts into the statement of
an advertising and production problem for a seasonal product with Nerlove-
Arrow’s linear goodwill dynamics. To this purpose, we have followed the
lines of some recent analyses concerning the introduction of a new product
and the advertising process for sales over an infinite horizon. In today’s
highly competitive markets, it is important to know how much, when and
also towards whom to advertise, especially in the case of seasonal products.
We have considered two kinds of situations. In the first one, the adver-
tising process can reach selectively each segment. In the second one, only
one advertising medium is available and it has a known effectiveness spec-
trum over the segment set. In either case we have formulated the general
optimal control problem and have obtained the unique optimal solution, up
to a parameter which is characterized as the solution of a numerical equa-
tion (transversality condition). In particular we have studied the optimal
control problems in which goodwill productivity of advertising is concave,
and good production costs are convex and quadratic and we have obtained
the explicit optimal solutions.
We observe that the optimal advertising effort, or each component of
it, decreases and eventually must vanish, because only the season profit
has been taken into consideration as the objective. In particular, if the
marginal productivity of a medium activation intensity is unbounded, then
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the optimal advertising effort reaches zero just at the final time; on the
contrary, if the marginal productivity is bounded, then it is optimal to stop
advertising before the end of the sale period.
Further directions of analysis should consider, on the one hand, the joint
use of several advertising media which show different effectiveness features
over the segment set and, on the other hand, the competition of different
companies. A crucial aspect in the former extension is that of modelling the
joint effect of the different media on each segment goodwill evolution, which
must account for synergy of the multiple advertising efforts. As for the latter
extension, the natural framework for the analysis of competition is that of
differential games and a special phenomenon which must be considered in
the model is the interference among the advertising actions of competing
companies.
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